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Abstract
Charge exchange, ionization and recombination couple the ions to the neutrals and alter
the transport coefficients of both species. The coupling modifications to the ions are evaluated in
the short mean free path limit by a minor adjustment in standard procedures. The short mean free
path coupling modifications to the neutrals are evaluated by assuming the charge exchange rate
coefficient is velocity independent. A closed neutral-ion fluid description is obtained by assuming
temperatures sufficiently high that ion energy and momentum exchange with the electrons is
unaffected by atomic processes.
I. Introduction
Fluid descriptions of the divertor and edge region of a tokamak are complicated by the need
to retain neutrals and their coupling to the plasma by such processes as charge exchange, electron
impact ionization and excitation, and recombination. 1 At the kinetic level these atomic processes
modify the distribution functions and permit energy and momentum exchange, thereby altering the
transport coefficients and the relative mean velocities and temperatures that appear in the fluid
equations. The effects of neutral-plasma couplings and their impact on transport and ambipolarity
are most easily investigated by examining somewhat idealized kinetic models of these processes in
order to improve and judge the self-consistency of fluid descriptions employed to model edge and
divertor plasmas.
Recently, Hazeltine et a12 investigated a model for the neutral-ion coupling which retains
charge exchange, impact ionization, and recombination. They were able to make significant
progress towards obtaining a more tractable short mean free path fluid model of the ion and neutral
conservation equations by neglecting temporal evolution, considering small mean flows, ordering
charge exchange to dominate over ionization and recombination, and simplifying the charge
exchange collision operator. However, the constraints of steady state, mild flow, and weak
ionization and recombination are too restrictive to give a complete and self-consistent formulation
of the neutral-ion conservation equations in most short mean free path regimes of interest in the
edge and divertor regions of tokamaks.
In the sections that follow a more general ordering permitting time variation, large mean
flows, and ionization and recombination comparable to charge exchange is formulated and solved
by a procedure that combines the techniques of Braginskii3,4 with the model of Hazeltine et al.2
The simplicity of the sum of the ion and neutral kinetic equations allows many of Braginskii's
results to be adopted with only a minor modification. The assumption that the product of the
charge exchange cross section times the relative speed is independent of velocity5 ,6 gives a
tractable model for the neutrals which is solved to obtain a closed set of neutral conservation
equations. Moreover, if atomic physics modifications to the electron distribution function are
negligible, then a closed set of ion conservation equations is also obtained.
Section II introduces notation, reviews the model of Hazeltine et al,2 discusses the more
general orderings employed, and gives the short mean free path, linearized kinetic equations. In
Section III alternate, more useful forms of the sum (ion plus neutral) and neutral kinetic equations
are derived. The sum equation is cast into a form similar to that found by Braginskii 3,4 for the ions
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alone so that the associated transport coefficients are easily found by a slight modification of his
results. The charge exchange collision operator is simplified in Section IV by assuming the charge
exchange rate coefficient of the cross section times the relative speed is independent of velocity.
With this simplification the neutral kinetic equation is solved in Section IV and a closed system of
neutral fluid equations is obtained in Sec. V. With the additional assumption that the electron
response is as found by Braginskii, 3,4 a closed system of ion fluid equations is obtained in Section
VI.
II. Ordered Kinetic Equations
The neutrals and ions are modeled by adopting the kinetic description of Hazeltine et al.2
The neutral distribution function g is assumed to evolve according to the neutral kinetic equation
+ v -Vg = X{f,g} - vg + Vrf (1)dt
where X{fg} is the charge exchange (CX) collision operator, f the ion distribution function, v
the electron impact ionization rate, and Vr the two-body radiative (plus three-body at very high
densities) recombination rate. Elastic neutral-neutral collisions are not retained and are expected to
be negligible below densities of 1014 cm-3.5 Only a single neutral species is considered. Charge
exchange is described by the Boltzmann collision operator 5-7
X{f, g} = fd'v'aIv' - vtf(v)g(v') - f(v')g(v)] = -X{g, f} (2)
where a, = a, (v' - vi) is the CX cross section. The dependence of vz and Vr on the electron
density is suppressed since only the neutrals and ions are considered and both collision frequencies
are independent of v because electrons move so much faster than ions.
In the kinetic equation for the ions the Lorentz force and charged particle collisions, as well
as CX, ionization and recombination are retained giving
afT+v-Vf+a-Vf=C{f}- X{f,g}+vg -v,f (3)
with
3
Ze 1
a=- E+-vxB)
In the preceding, C{f}is the Fokker-Planck collision operator for ion-ion and ion-electron
collisions, E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, and Z and M the ion charge number and
ion (and neutral) mass. Only a single species of ions is considered.
In place of the ion kinetic equation, it is normally more convenient to employ the sum
kinetic equation obtained by adding Eqs. (1) and (3). The sum equation
at
t-f+ g) + v -V(f + g) + a -V~f = C{f} (4)
is particularly simple to employ because CX, ionization, and recombination do not explicitly
appear.
The orderings to be the employed in the following treatment are substantially more general
than the small shift, steady state, and weak ionization and recombination orderings employed in
previous short mean free path investigations.2 In fact, it is even convenient to employ a more
general ordering on the ion gyrofrequency Q = ZeB/Mc than is required and later simplify to the
large Q limit. This more general ordering takes all the collision frequencies to be the same order
and thereby imposes no restrictions on the relative size of the neutral and ion densities. An ion
becomes a neutral roughly as often as it collides with another ion since the ion collision frequency
v (C - v f) and the charge exchange frequency vx (X ~ vg) are assumed comparable.
Consequently, the ion and neutral distribution functions are expected to be related to lowest order
and the ions and neutrals may be assumed to have the same lowest order temperatures T and mean
velocities V. A large flow or drift ordering
IV I= V ~ v, =(2T/M( (5)
is required in the edge plasma so the short mean free path orderings adopted here may be
summarized as follows:
! ~ v , ~ , ~v, >>|V -VI~/at-~v, /L ,(6)
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where IV -VI - V / L and Id / dt are intended to denote logarithmic derivations of f and g and L is
spatial scale length. The last set of orderings will eventually be relaxed to the desired ones,
Q >> V ~ V, ~ V, ~ v, >> IV -VI - /&t - v, / L ,(7)
once the results of Braginskii3 ,4 are employed to simplify the analysis.
To employ the large drift ordering it is convenient to introduce the new velocity space
variables
w = w. (i cos $ + e2 sin $) + wn = v-V (8)
where 0 is the gyrophase, fi = B / B and 8 ,i2 and ni are orthogonal unit vectors satisfying
ii Xi 2 = ". To carry out the change of variables from r,v,t to r,w,t use
a a av
- --- t t V, V-4 V-VV.V, and V, -+V. (9)
to rewrite the neutral and sum kinetic equations as
ag aV+(V+w).Vg- [ +(V+w).VV -Vg=X{f,g}-v g+v'f (10)
and
(f +g)+(V+w).V(f +g) - +(V+w).VV -V(f+g)
atNI
+ (E+ !V x B V. f + Qw X -V~ f = C{f}. (11)
To expand Eqs. (9) and (10) let f = fo + f1+... and g = go + g,+... with the subscript
denoting the order in the small parameter 8, where
| V.VIa/atv,/L (12)
Then to lowest order the sum and neutral kinetic equations are
5
Co{fo}=Qwxf-V~fo =-92 - Q
X{f 0 ,go} = v2g0 - Vfo,
(13)
(14)
where CO denotes the lowest order ion-ion collision operator (ion-electron collisions enter in next
order) and to lowest order cE + V x B = 0 is assumed. Gyroaveraging Eq. (13) and using the
rotational symmetry of the Fokker Planck collision operator gives
Co~f,}=0 . (15)
Consequently, fo is Maxwellian,
f0  fM=N( M )exp(- Mw2 )J21fT 2T (16)
with af/o / = 0, w = Iwj, and N the lowest order ion density.
Next consider the neutral equation. Hazeltine et al2 have shown that the entropy production
rate is non-negative definite and only vanishes if
go = '1 f0 / N = i(M / 21fT)/ 2 exp(-Mw 2 / 2T), (17)
where 17 = il(r,t) is the lowest order neutral density. To make both the left- and right-hand sides
of Eq. (14) vanish requires
l/IN=V,/v . (18)
Normally 5 V, / v, <<1, but the orderings adopted here permit v, / V ~ 1 as well.
To expand Eq. (10) it is convenient to note that g = (v/v,)f satisfies Eq. (14) with
fo -+ f and go -4 g. As a result, the linearized version of Eq. (10) may be written as
go+(V+w) Vgo - + (V+ w)-VV- Vgo
It atI
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and
= X{f 0,h} - vh, (19)
with h an order 8 correction defined by
g=(n/N)f+h or g,=,(/N)f + , (20)
where h = k + 2+... The (Tj / N)f, contribution to g is neglected in Hazeltine et al.2
The final linearized kinetic equation is obtained from the sum equation (11) and is given by
S(f+go)+ (V+ w).V(f 0 + go)- a[ + (V + w) -VV ,(f0 +g)
Ze ( l\
+- E+-VxB 
-Vfo-C{ff}=Co{f}-Owxn.VfI (21)
where C0 {fj} denotes the linearized ion-ion collision operator and CI{fo} the ion-electron
collision operator (which will be given explicitly in the next section). The form of Eq. (21) is
particularly convenient since with minor modifications it can be cast into the form of the ion kinetic
equation of Braginskii, 3 ,4 thereby allowing his results to be adopted with minor changes. Once
this program is complete the desired orderings of Eq. (7) may be invoked.
III. Alternate Forms of the Linearized Equations
In this section the lowest order moment equations are employed to rewrite the linearized
sum and neutral kinetic equations, (19) and (21), in a more convenient form.
Consistent with the ordering scheme introduced in Section II the lowest order conservation
of number, momentum and energy equations for the sum equation (4) may be written as follows:
(N +) + V. [(N+)V=0 (22)
M(N+) il( +V.VV +V[(N+TI)T]=F+ZeN E+ VxB (23)
and
7
3 aT24
2 (N + 1)( + V -VT) +(N+il)TV-V= W-V.F=Q (24)2 a
where only ion-electron collisions contribute to the momentum and energy exchange terms
F = Jdv MvC1{f0 } (25)
and
W=fd3vI Mv2 Ci{f o} , (26)
where v= lv.
To rewrite Eq. (21), an explicit expression for C, {fo} is required. It is found in terms of
F by expanding the full ion-electron Fokker-Planck collision operator in the ratio of the ion to
electron speeds. Assuming the electrons are Maxwellian to lowest order the result is8
C1{fO}=-1F.-Vf 0 + mn V, -[.Vf0 +(v-V)fo] (27)MN MNceV LMJ
where n,, m and T, are the electron density, mass and temperature, and
3m"2Te (28)
' 4(2n) Z2Ne4 In A
with ln A the Coulomb logarithm. The expansion procedure explicitly determines the friction F to
be
F = 3 T d'v vf. /v3 Mn, V
(2m)'/ J
= 3-Tv- , / f3 d (V - V.) (29)
(2m)V~~
where the final form is obtained by linearizing the electron distribution function f, me + f ,,, and
using
f Me = n.(-21f ' exp[- ~ 2 .e2 n.( M 2 exp( J 21+m +.
= 2oT 2T. 2fTi
to find
8
d3v vf m, / V3 = 2 V,. (30)
In addition, using CI{fo} in W gives W = V -F + QA with QAthe temperature equilibration term
QA = 3mn* (T, - T) (31)
in terms of which C, {ffo} becomes
Ci{fo}=(fo/NT) w.F+( I -1 QA. (32)
Using the preceding results gives
(f0 +go)+V-V(fo+go)=-(fo+go) VV+ -1T ,
w.V(f 0 +go)= w.F+(fo+go) Mw-VnT(N + if)T 2T 2)
and allows the sum kinetic equation to be written in the desired form
Qwx-fi*Vf 1 -Co{f 1)+ (f0 +go -2 2 VlnT
+(fo +go) ww 1 w2 :VV =0 , (33)
with Co{fI}the linearized ion-ion Fokker-Planck collision operator. Notice that g, does not enter
the sum equation (nor does fl,) so f, decouples from the linearized neutral equation for g, (and
electron equation for fl,).
The form for the sum equation is the same as that of Braginskii's ion kinetic equation
except that f0 is replace by fo + go. As a result, the sum transport coefficients associated with Eq.
(33) are the same as the ion transport coefficients of Braginskii but with the replacement
N -+ N + q everywhere except in the ion-ion collision frequency ri. Consequently, there is no
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need to give the solution of Eq. (33). However, before proceeding to the neutral equation it is
important to make note of some properties of the solution fl.
First, observe that Eq. (33) has the homogeneous solutions fo, wifo and w2f0 . Next, note
that the w moment of Eq. (33) gives the constraint fi x fdawwf1 = 0 since
fd'w -W exp -W =0, (34)
Sd3wwCo{f 1}=0, and fd www x -i.V~f = -i x fd3wwf1 . As a result, the constraint and the
freedom provided by the homogeneous solution allow fI to be constructed such that
dwf = = 0=fd wwf =O= d3w w2f. (35)
The properties of fj summarized by Eqs. (35) mean that in the drifting Maxwellian for the ions N,
V and T are the ion density, mean velocity and temperature through first order.
The neutral kinetic equation (19) can be rewritten in a more convenient form by inserting
Eq. (17) and regrouping terms to obtain
X{f 0,h,-vhl = go +V.(riV) +G (36)
Tj I at
where
G= -w -+VVT+TV.V +g0 Mw _ 5wVInTT 2T 2) at 2 2T 2
+ 0w -Mt4 7 +V -VV +V(T) +go M (ww - w21) VV (37)
and I is the unit dyad. In the neutral case it is not useful to explicitly insert all the lowest order
moment equations since the non-vanishing particle, momentum, and energy exchange terms
depend on hl. In the next section an approximate solution for hl is found by solving Eq. (36).
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IV. Approximate Solution of Neutral Equation
To make Eq. (36) analytically tractable the slow velocity space dependence of ajv'- -V
in the CX operator is ignored2 ,5,6,9 by defining the rate coefficient
a,jv' -v|= v, / N (38)
with v, assumed independent of velocity. This approximation allows the exact CX operator in
Eq.(36) to be replaced by the approximate expression
X{f o,h 1}= v[(f a/N) d'wh, - h] . (39)
The resulting equation
v (f0 / N)f d whl -(v,+ v,)h, = + V (,V) + G (40)
has the exact solution
h = 0 +V-(7v) G(41)
V.1 I at J (V.+ v")
since
f d wG =0 . (42)
Next, hi is employed to evaluate the neutral density n, mean velocity U, and temperature T
through first order [recall Eqs. (20) and (35)] to find
n= fdvg='n - +1-(L), (43)
nU J d3v vg = nV - 1 )M-a + V +V( ,T) (44)f M(v1 + V")L t
and
nt dvIM(v - U) g=3nT - 31 (T+V-VT+2 TV -V (45)
2 2 2 2(v, + v.) at 3
where Eqs. (34), (41)
11
Mjd'wwwg 2=T T and fd'w- (A - 0 -k= T (46)
are employed and higher order corrections proportional to (V-U) 2 are neglected. Unlike the ions,
the neutrals experience first order density, mean velocity, and temperature changes due to particle,
momentum, and energy exchange.
If Eqs. (43)-(45) are inserted into hI it becomes
hi = -g0 +- 1~ (V - U). w _ - ,Mw _3) - H (47)
11 T T 2T 2
and g may be written to the requisite order as
g = gm + (fI / N)- H (48)
where
H go MW2 -5 w-VlnT+ (ww - w2 49)
V. + v [ 2T 2) T 3
and gm is the Maxwellian
_( M )3M/-U)
gm = n - exp - U (50)
2xi 2c
which differs from Eq. (17) by first order terms.
The solution for hi given by Eq. (41) includes the particle flux terms proportional to
V(qT) = V(nr) previously found by Hazeltine et a12 in a steady state, small V and weak ionization
limit, but substantially generalizes their result by properly retaining all the flow terms as well as
temporal evolution and ionization. However, what is of more interest is the form of Eq. (48)
which shows that all the terms in hI except the thermal force and viscosity terms of H, sum up to
make the mean flow and temperature of the neutral drifting Maxwellian differ from that of the ion
drifting Maxwellian through first order. In the next section Eqs. (48)-(50) will be used to evaluate
the transport coefficients for the set of neutral fluid equations advancing n,U, and c through
second order in 8 for the approximation CX operator.
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V. Neutral Moment Equations
For the "constant" CX rate coefficient model of Eq. (37) a closed set of short mean free
path neutral equations for
r 3 V 3 Mr 1 )
dvg, nU =dvvg, and nt=dv M(v-U)g (51)
good to second order in 8 is obtained in this section by using Eqs.(48)-(50) to obtain closure.
First, the exchange terms for the "constant" rate coefficient model
X{f,g} = v[ (f / N) d'v g - g] (52)
are evaluated using the preceding neutral moment definitions and the corresponding second order
in 8 ion definitions
N dvf, NV= d v vf, and 3NT = d3v M(v - V)2f (53)
to find
fd v X{f,g}= 0 , Jdv MvX{f,g} = vMn(V - U)
and (54)
f d3v M v2 X{f,g} = v n [(T -,r) - IM(V _ U2
where higher order moments do not enter because of the "constant" CX rate coefficient
assumption. Then the following moments are evaluated:
f d3vMvvg = nfi+ MnUU + in (55)
and
fd 3VlMv2vg= t+ MU2 nU+qn+U-iin (56)
with
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in = Mfdv (V - U)(V - U) - 3(V - )2 (7
and
q M d3V (V - U)2(V - U)g. (58)
In terms of the preceding expressions, the conservation form of the neutral equations is as follows:
+ V - (nU) = v,N - vn (59)
-(MnU) + V(nI + MnUU + in)t
(60)
= v Mn(V - U) + v,MNV - vMnU,
and
3nt+ MnU2 +V 3 1 MU2 nU+qn+U-ln (61)
=V Xn[ (T -,c)- M(V2 _U2)]+ VrN 3T+ IMV2 vzn( 3+ MU2.
A closed neutral description is then obtained by using Eqs. (48)-(50) to evaluate fi and qn since
N, V and T are assumed known from the ion description and electron-neutral collisions are
neglected in the momentum and energy exchange terms.
To evaluate , and qn first note that the Maxwellian gm contribution to both vanishes. In
the remaining terms the distinction between 11, V, T and n, U, t is higher order so that to the
requisite order
i, = (n/N)it - fd'wM WW - w2i H (62)
and
q, = (n/N)q, - d3w 1Mw2wH (63)
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with
Fr a d'wM ww - w21 fi (64)
and
q = d'w!Mw2wf, (65)
given by Braginskii 3,4 by with the replacement N -+ N + n except in the ion-ion collision
frequency. Performing the integrals leads to
.- (n/N)Ri = - V [ VO+(VU - 2.] (66)
and
n - (n/N)qi = - 5nc VU (67)2M(v. + vz)
where the superscript T denotes the transpose.
Equations (59)-(61), (66) and (67) are a complete description of the neutrals through
second order in 8 for "constant" CX rate model of Eq. (38) when the ion results of Braginskii with
N -+ N + n (except in Tr) are employed for Ri and qi. Of course, alternate forms of Eqs. (59)
and (60) are obtained by using the lower moment equations.
Even for the hi >> 1 ordering (7) of most interest, the ion modification to the neutral
parallel heat flux and parallel stress tensor, Eqs. (67) and (66) respectively, are significant since
(n/N)ni -q, (n/N)fi -Tc-
~;- ~(V, +v V),C
-qn - (n/N)fi -qi I n - c..-n - (n/Nn- -xz
where ti =1/v is the ion-ion collision time. Notice that as (V, + vz)ti becomes large, the portion
of gI in Eq. (20) that tracks the ion response (nf /N) because of charge exchange and ionization
dominates over the more familiar neutral response term, hl, in the parallel components. The other
components of the ion contributions to the neutral transport coefficients are all smaller by
(fTr)' <<1; however, the ion contributions to the neutral heat flux, (n / N)qi, introduces an
fi x VT or "poloidal" component that would not otherwise be present in qn. The ion contributions
(n / N)qi and (n / N)Rj are not considered in Ref. 2.
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In the next section, the neutral-ion moment description is closed by assuming that the
electron results of Braginskii 3 ,4 provide an adequate description of the electron contributions to the
ion moment equations.
VI. Ion Moment Equations
The moment equations for the ions are modified by charge exchange, ionization and
recombination. For the constant CX rate coefficient model of Eq. (38) conservation of ions
number, momentum and energy become
aN
-+V -(NV) = -vN + v~n (68)
at
at(MNV) + V. (NTi + MNVV + i = F + ZeN(E + V x B)
-vMn(V - U) - vMNV + vzMnU (69)
and
a NT+ MNV +V- T+ MV NV+q +V - fr=W
+ZeNV -E -vn[ (T- t) M(V2 - U2)] v,N (T+MV
+v.n( t + I MU2 (70)
through second order in &. To close the ion moment equations q, i,F =fd v MvC and
W =Jd3vIMv2 C must be specified in terms of N, V, T and n, U, r. Because the form of the
linearized sum kinetic equation (33) is the same as Eq. (4.15) of Braginskii but with f0 replaced
by f0 + go, the ion heat flux qj and stress tensor ii are given by the Braginskii 3,4 forms but with
N -+ N + n except in 1, as already noted. In the large 2 ordering of Eq. (7) these expressions
simplify and are given by Eqs. (2.14)-(2.16) and (2.20)-(2.24) of Ref. 4 for Z = 1. In many
cases the neutral transport coefficients are larger than those of the ions (even if n/N << 1) because
perpendicular ion steps are a gyroradius rather than a mean free path. 2
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The momentum and energy exchange terms, F and W, depend on the electron distribution
function fe which is not considered here. If the ionization and recombination corrections to fe are
negligible and other processes such as electron impact excitation are assumed weak, then the
results of Braginskii may be employed directly to obtain closure of the ion equations (such an
approximation should be valid as long as the parallel mean free path modifications to the electron
Maxwellian are much larger than the characteristic atomic process frequencies times the electron-
ion collision time). In the large B limit, F = -R and W = QA+V.F=-Q, -V,.R with Rand
Q, given by Eqs. (2.6)-(2.9) and (2.18) of Ref. 4 for Z=1. Of course the exchange terms F and
W couple the ions to the electrons so closure of the fluid description requires the Braginskii
electron conservation equations as well. When inertial terms are negligible and the ion, neutral,
and electron momentum conservation equations added together, the pressure of the unmagnetized
neutrals modifies pressure balance and the plasma diamagnetism as noted in Ref. 2.
VII. Discussion
A closed set of short mean free path moment equations is obtained for a single neutral and
single ion species which couple by charge exchange, ionization and recombination. Three
simplifying assumptions are necessary. The first is the neglect of neutral-neutral collisions which
is appropriate at densities below 1014 cm-3 and allows the sum equation (4) to be reduced to a mild
generalization of the Braginskii ion equation. A second assumption valid except at very low
temperatures is the "constant" CX rate coefficient approximation of Eq. (38) which simplifies the
CX operator and allows the neutral conservation equations to be explicitly obtained. The use of a
velocity independent approximation to the CX cross section times the relative speed is a convenient
and sensible approximation that still allows the neutrals to remove momentum and energy from the
ions, but misses any thermal force correction to the ion-neutral friction. Constant CX cross section
models are free from this limitation and have been considered by Krasheninnikov and co-
workers. 14 The third assumption is the neglect of electron-neutral collisional modifications of the
electron distribution function which allows the neutral-electron momentum and energy exchange
terms in the neutral conservation equations to be ignored. However, the electron-neutral and
electron-ion collision frequencies are expected to be comparable when the CX (ion-neutral) and
ion-ion collision frequencies are comparable. A possible shortcoming of the closure procedure
outlined here is the need to assume that the ion and neutral mean velocities and temperatures are
close to one another. A useful extension of the procedure would be a generalization permitting
order unity departures so that the neutral mean flow could depart from what is typically a largely
parallel ion mean flow in the divertor region.
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The description does not retain any anomalous processes which are often modeled in a
phenomenological manner by introducing spatial diffusion in the continuity equation. 10-13 Such an
insertion is outside the scope of and may not be consistent with a Braginskii formulation which
views the mean velocity (including any spatial diffusion) as a dependent variable advanced by the
momentum equation. Recall that within the framework of a Braginskii formulation the density,
mean velocity, and temperature moments are defined dependent variables advanced by the
continuity, momentum, and energy equations so there is never any need to introduce a particle
diffusion term in the continuity equation.
In addition to a coupled neutral-ion fluid formulation permitting distinct neutral and ion
flows and temperatures, the neutral transport coefficients derived display a new and important
physical effect. The neutrals need not simply random walk with a step of X. Ev / (v, + v.)
during the time (v, + v,)' in the parallel direction, where is v, the thermal speed. When
(V1 + v.)ti > 1 the coupling to the ions substantially alters the parallel neutral transport causing
them to make large ion mean free path steps ki = vj'i during the longer time Ti. The resulting
(v, + v,)Tr enhancement in the parallel transport dominates whenever the neutral-ion coupling via
charge exchange and ionization dominates the neutral response. In the perpendicular direction the
neutral mean free path step A, during the time (v, + v,)- continues to dominate the other transport
coefficients because the perpendicular ion step drops to the ion gyroradius pi = v, / 0. The
enhanced parallel neutral transport due to ion coupling when (v. + v1 )T1 >1 acts to undo some of
the advantage gained by making charge exchange, ionization and recombination dominate over
Coulomb interactions near the divertor plates.
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